
DARK HORSE HOOPS PREMIUM REPORT 
 

Name: Ziggy Satterthwaite Pos: C/Pf FG%: .585 Contact: 2532660250 

College: Point Loma  PPG: 12.3 3Pt%: N/A Guardian: On Request 

Height: 6’6  Reb: 6.1 Ast:TO-1:1 Insta: @wavechapelly 

Weight: 230lbs  Ast: 1.7   Stl: 0.6  Age: 22 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 
Undersized post with deceptive quickness and great hands. Lack of range is a 

concern but he’s a scrappy and smart player who is going to do the little things. 

Key Facts 

-Recently won 

conference 

championship  

Quick Scout 

STRENGTHS: 

o Post-Game 

o Great 

Teammate  

o Strength 

o Great hands 

o Positionally 

sound 

defender 

WEAKNESSES: 

o No Range 

o Undersized 

at the 5 

o Actual 

position 

o Rim 

protection 

 

On Offense: High level scorer with his back to the basket. Displays a great right-

handed hook shot with some crafty counters. Capable finishing with his left but needs to 

go to it more. Rarely ever attempts a jump-shot. Has shown no interested in extending 

his range which could become an issue with his lack of length. Has some of the best 

hands in DII basketball catching nearly everything thrown towards him. Also is effective 

outworking and rebounding around larger players on the offensive glass. Really good 

cutter knows how to get himself open for easy shots. Doesn’t need a play called for him 

to impact the game positively. 

On Defense: Does a great job on guards and wings off switches with is quick feet and 

above average defensive IQ. Doesn’t block a ton of shots or generate steals at a high 

rate. Longer post players tend to just shoot over him when the post position is good. 

Rarely comes across opposing players that overwhelm him with strength on the block. 

Always plays with a high motor. 

Professional Role: Scoring Rebounder 

Despite lacking great length to impact opposing 

teams, Satterthwaite is always playing smart and 

efficient basketball. He’s a capable post passer and 

will always be a threat to score in 1 on 1 situations 

down low. On top of this he does a great job boxing 

out and will happy to do a lot of the dirty work in the 

paint that most players avoid. 

Optimal Play Style 

Satterthwaite could be a unique roll 

partner for a creative guard if surrounded 

by shooters. He won’t space the floor but 

sets a great screen and is hard to contain 

without fouling when he rumbles down 

the lane with the ball. He’s not explosive 

but has a quick jump and has enough skill 

to find a niche at many different tempos. 

Off the Court 

Something important to note with Satterthwaite is that he happily accepted a lesser role in the 

Point Loma offense this season in order to accommodate NBA prospect Daulton Hommes. Selfless 

guy who has some cool interests outside of basketball and is easy to be straightforward with. 


